Federal Helium Resources Contact List

- **Assistant Field Manager (AFM) for Helium Resources**: Joe Peterson (806) 356-1030 Responsible for the Federal Helium Program's resources group which includes the Evaluations and Analysis Team and the Federal Leased Lands Team. Primary contact for Helium Resources questions. Reports to the BLM State Office, Deputy State Director for Minerals.

- **Lead General Engineer, Resources Division**: John Hamak (806) 356-1031 Provides guidance to Evaluation and Analysis Team. Creates various reports concerning helium production in the United States. Serves in the position of AFM for Helium Resources when AFM is not available.

- **Geologist**: David Driskill (806) 356-1037 Creates various reports concerning helium occurrences in the United States. Conducts helium sampling program

- **Lead Helium Payment Analyst**: Rapheal Johnson (806) 356-1032 Provides guidance to the Federal Leased Lands Team. Adjudicates, audits, and collect revenue for helium produced from Federal lands. Administers contracts for the recovery and disposition of helium on Federal lands.

- **Helium Payment Analyst**: Frances Zion (806) 356-1039 Adjudicates, audits, and collect revenue for helium produced from Federal lands. Administers contracts for the recovery and disposition of helium on Federal lands.

- **Helium Payment Technician**: Noemi Mendoza (806) 356-1038 Verifies production and revenue information for helium produced on Federal lands.

- **Helium Resources Technician**: Zella Ratliffe (806)356-1033 Manages receipt of revenue and supporting documentation for helium produced on Federal lands and assist in request and collection of helium gas samples.

- **Lead Chemist**: Roya Mortazavi (806) 477-1253 Responsible for analytical chemistry work performed at the helium enrichment unit and for any analytical work required by helium gas sampling program and verification of helium content required by Federal Leased Land Team.

- **Chemist**: Thomas Davidson (806) 477-1229 Performs analytical chemistry work performed at the helium enrichment unit and any other analytical work required by helium gas sampling program or by Federal Leased Land Team.

- **Accountant**: David Reeves (806) 356-1052 Provides financial oversight for all accounting related activities of the Field Office and reports to the BLM State Office, Deputy State Director for Minerals.